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AcidPunk is a VR adventure
through the dark and sinister city
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Service and the introduction of
chaperoned orders and reflex

testing in the use of serum
samples for clinical chemistry
testing on the workload and

turnaround time in a biochemical
laboratory. A biochemical

laboratory was queried as to the
effect of the introduction of two
options for sample management

within the laboratory on the
workload and turnaround time. In
the first option serum samples are
collected from patients either as

unsecured (sealed) samples
(control), or chaperoned samples.
The patient is identified by means
of a unique identification number
(ID number) on the envelope on
which the specimen is sealed.

These sealed specimens are sent
to the laboratory in a sealed

courier envelope which is
subsequently opened and the

specimen subsequently placed in
a designated container for

analysis. In the second option
serum samples are now collected
without the associated ID number

and sent to the laboratory in
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sealed courier envelopes. The ID
number is then applied to the
individual specimen container

after analysis has been
requested. The effect of these

options has been analysed as has
their effect on turnaround time.
Data were also obtained on the
time taken for the completion of
blood collection, time taken for
sample analysis, the time taken

for after analysis the result of the
analysis and the total turn-around

time for samples collected
through the two options. Data
were compared for the three
calendar years in which the

change of policy was
implemented. Changes in staffing
levels were taken into account by
statistical adjustment. Turnaround

time was significantly reduced
(pThe following is an editorial

piece by TCATSU. There’s been a
rash of highly critical articles

about the “Return of the Buh,”
but the following story provides

evidence that Michael McDowell’s
iconic moniker has been dead
wrong all along. Steve “Bruno”
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Bruno
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Companion Cracker (ex: Open PD, Parallel Merge)

Heroclix

Hero Quest Companion Bundle includes:

Hero Quest Companion Pack
TEST GOD HEADX (New Quest/Objective) Wallet
HAVE FUN WITH YOUR BEST FRIEND

Please note:

One Game Key for both
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Hero Quest Companion Pack

Please allow up to

2 business days to process your order
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